Dear Sir,

The cell tower that was constructed in my subdivision of Southcott Pines one year ago was without the knowledge of any of the residents or the surrounding homes. It is 300 meters from my home and 300 meters from my tenants home and adversely affecting their health and infringing on our basic human rights to live in safety.

The levels of radiation went from 2-4 microwatts per meter squared to over 7500 for some of the homes.

WHO classified the radio-frequency electromagnetic radiation (RF-EMR) as a Class 2B possible carcinogen in 2011 and we have every reason to believe that this will be upgraded based on recent medical findings that link certain cancers to RF EMRs.

It is critical that all levels of government acknowledge that current assumptions about the safety of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) are outdated and must be revised.

Plus---- offer protection and choice for electro sensitive individuals and children who are exposed to EMR through schools and smart meters in homes.

The Southcott cell tower is directly over the children’s playground where I used to take my grandchildren.

When the tower went in I thought I would have no option but to sell my home here and move to a safer area until I realized that no matter where I go I am not safe and could even be in a worse situation than where I am currently ---because there are no guidelines to where the towers go up.

All residents should be notified of all new towers or antennae planned in their community.

Consultation must include all issues of concern to the public. Cell tower and Antenna protocols MUST allow for Municipalities to Opt-Out of any sitting within their lands, if so desired.

Last summer we had no birds here ---they used to fight over my bird bath and I saw maybe two bathe all summer. Birds use to wake us up at 5:30 ---the silence is deafening -- no birds –no butterflies –very few squirrels.
WHAT are we doing to ourselves and our environment ----- putting all the population at risk of cancer or becoming electro sensitive AND torturing those who have already become electro sensitive !!

When my neighbors come to their cottage on the weekend I can tell they are here without seeing their car ---because I get a pain in my temple area and I know they are here --WHY should I have to put up with a pain in my head because of their wireless devices ???????????

Thank you for your attention

Judy Watt